
Volunteering
Nice to see you are interested in volunteering at the ONCS 2022. To
make the best out of these few days we require some people that can
help and assist us wherever necessary. In return for volunteering you will
get a volunteer t-shirt, meals during the days and there will be a separate
hall where you can sleep in peace away from the crowd. And maybe you
will find some other hidden temples, who knows?

We do understand some of you would like to help out whilst still being able to participate. Or perhaps
you would like to help out but still be able to go to the party. In that case you can sign up as a part time
volunteer. For this we have a solution, namely you can sign up as a part time volunteer. These choices
are explained below.

Full-time volunteer
When you are a full-time volunteer you will be helping us all three days, during different activities
throughout the event. Your tasks will be a combination of the ones already mentioned for both part-time
volunteers. There are also some other things that could be on your to do list:

- helping with breakfast, lunch, dinner
- helping with goodie bags
- doing wake-up calls
- setting up prize ceremony

Wed 20th May: starting at 16:00
Thur 21st May: whole day
Frid 22nd May: until 18:00

When you decide to become a full-time volunteer you don’t have to pay any fees.

Part-time volunteer sports
As a part-time volunteer sports you will be helping us with the sporty side of the event. This means that
you won’t be able to participate in sports but you can join the parties. When helping with the sport side of
the event, the following things could be on your to do list:

- setting up and removing sport fields and halls
- managing the sport fields:

keeping track of round durations,
giving team captains the corresponding score forms,
making sure the score forms are all accounted for ,
filling in the score forms on a master form and bringing this to the competition management

- preparing sleeping halls
- some cleaning
- checking inventory

The times you will be volunteering are approximately:
Wed 20th May: 16:00-20:00
Thur 21st May:  8:00-18:00
Frid 22nd May:  8:00-18:00

Part-time volunteer party
As a part-time volunteer party you will be helping us during the social drinks on Wednesday, the party on
Thursday and the special activity. In this way you are able to participate in sports but you will be busy



during the parties and evening activities. When helping with the parties, the following things could be on
your to do list:

- helping with the special activity
- decorating the party locations and removing decorations
- helping with the beer relay
- preparing sleeping halls
- some cleaning
- preparing luggage storage
- helping at the service desk and making rounds through the sleeping halls

The times you will be volunteering are approximately:
Wed 20th May: 16:00-01:00 (some also during the rest of the night)
Thur 21st May: 18:30-04:30 (some also during the rest of the night)
Frid 22nd May: 13:30-18:00

When you decide to become a part-time volunteer, you pay only € 15,00 (instead of € 29,50) as fee.

Now you have a better indication of what to expect during the ONCS as a volunteer. Some of the tasks
mentioned might be switched between volunteer groups and the volunteer planning is prone to
deviation. This is why we cannot make any promises on who will be doing what exactly. We will try our
best to make sure everyone has some fun and less fun tasks.

You can sign up for being a volunteer at the bottom of the sign up list for the sport teams. If you got any
questions, don’t hesitate to contact us (oncsutrecht@gmail.com)!


